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bhujangapeeth,kalaigne se kanthaswamy.Q: Cron job stuck on "Running" even after finished running I have a cron job that executes a php file every 15 minutes. The file starts perfectly but gets stuck on "Running" and never finishes
executing it. I'm using Fedora Linux 20 and Open-Xchange as IMAP server. I can see the cron job in the system logs. It's stuck on "Running" and never finishes the job (there is some error in the cron log, but the filename (the php file) is

never listed as finished). After 1h+ the cron log shows it finished. Does anybody have any idea what is going wrong here? A: I have just made a small test and even though the log has shown the command has finished, the php script has
not finished executing. Browsing to the php script in the web interface shows it is still executing, but I will check the logs and see if I can find out what is up. [EDIT] I've just ran the php from terminal and was told by the server it had finished
execution. I will change my cronjob to start a new php script with a sleep of 30sec. If it still does not finish the job, I will have to debug on my own and confirm it has finished executing. Hope this helps someone! Q: How to use an array with

a variable for a callback? I'm trying to make a batch live streamer in nodeJS, to do so I want the NodeServer to send the live images in the response as an array. So the entire node server response is going to be an array of all
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